08 sportster

The Harley-Davidson Sportster is a line of motorcycles produced continuously since by
Harley-Davidson. Sportster models are designated in Harley-Davidson's product code by
beginning with "XL". The first Sportster in had many of the same details of the KH including the
frame, fenders, large gas tank and front suspension. The original Sportster engine was the
Ironhead engine , which was replaced with the Evolution engine in The cam followers used in
Sportster engines, K models, big twin side valve models, and the side-valve W model series
were a slightly shorter version of the followers used in the larger motors, but with the same 0.
The company used similar cam followers for decades with minor changes, from to the s. Models
since have five speeds; and earlier models had four speeds. The engine was mounted directly
to the frame from through the model year. While this system allows the bike to be somewhat
lighter with more precise handling, it also transmits engine vibration directly to the rider. In
Harley Davidson produced a limited number of th anniversary model sportsters. They are
identified by the th anniversary paint schemes and plaques attached to the tinware, speedo
housing and also on the engine. Sportsters released in and later use rubber isolation mounts
and tie links to limit engine movement to a single plane, which greatly reduces vibration felt by
the rider. Buell motorcycles built with variants of the Sportster engine have used a rubber
mount system since The Model K, from which the Sportster evolved, was the first civilian
motorcycle produced by Harley-Davidson with hydraulic shock absorbers on both wheels.
Common usage calls this a K Model. This is developed from the earlier 45 W model, but with the
revised flat head engine and new 4-speed transmission contained in the same castings as
would become the Sportster. The connecting rods would be inherited by the Sportster along
with many other design elements and dimensions. Introduced in , [9] the XLN Nightster included
then unique elements such as a bobbed rear fender, front fork gaiters, and a side mount license
plate. The riding position and The bike has a measured HP of The Harley "Iron" was introduced
in as a smaller-displacement version of the Nightster. The Nightster was discontinued in
Motorcyclist had the XR on the cover of its July issue, and was generally positive about it in
their "First Ride" story, in which Harley-Davidson was repeatedly asked to sell it in the United
States. For , the XRX model had upgraded suspension front and rear. It is similar to the "Dark"
Nightster style but has the classic style small peanut tank, wire wheels, forward-controls, a
wider front tire with a fat front end and chopped front fender, a slammed speedo with under
mount mirrors, low solo single seat, and low suspension. It has the peanut gas tank, wire
wheels, white-wall tires, forward-controls, a bit of extra rake and slightly longer front forks, a
chopped bobbed rear fender, side-mounted license plate, low solo single seat, mini-ape hanger
handlebars, and low suspension. With mid-position pegs and a slammed drag bar give a slight
lean-forward riding position. Also standard are twin mm floating disc brakes and a tachometer.
The Sportster is offered in a number of different models. The models, which are not all offered
in the same countries, are:. Buell started with water-cooled two-stroke square-fours and ended
with a water cooled four-stroke V-Twin, but the vast majority of their bikes used reworked and
Sportster engines. With Buell-designed heads, barrels, and in fuel injection, these all led to an
increase in horsepower. They also had rubber mounting and a fan to cool the rear cylinder.
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has media related to Harley-Davidson Sportster. Sparkling chrome sets the Custom apart from
other Sportster models. A chrome Laced inch front and chrome Slotted Disc Cast Aluminum
rear wheel, chrome engine highlights, chrome handlebar and headlight, and a polished fuel tank
console give this model a custom gleam. It handles corners and curves well. Clutch and gears
are smooth and responsive. The horn is very loud and if anyone cannot hear it, they should not
be driving a car. The pipes although not as loud as other hogs, it does have that distinctive
Harley sound without setting off car alarms. It has a low fuel light but no tach. Although I find a
tach useless since you should gear up or down by the sound and feel of the engine. Besides,

constantly looking down at a tach will eventually bring you an unwanted surprise. The fuel
injection is fantastic! Start up is immediate and smooth anytime. My only beef is the factory
pegs I find to be a bit slippery and there is a bit of vibration but it should go away after break in.
The seat is ok but not for long distance. Have not done 2 up so I cannot comment on that
perspective. This is a great bike for anyone who wants a no fuss, fun bike. Plus there are tons of
accessories you can add. If you are thinking about a Sportster go for it you will not be
disappointed. With the rubber mounted engine and the fuel injection the 08 is overall a great
bike. Ride Safe! The K model is the direct ancestor of the XL Sportster. This 55 cubic-inch,
overhead valve bike improves upon the power and handling of the K model. The engine and
transmission were all new. The new motorcycle also introduces the trademark "Peanut" gas
tank and staggered dual exhaust. The XR is driven by what is essentially a de-stroked Sportster
engine. The black sport motorcycle combines the classic European cafe racer with American
styling and power. The Sport offers race styling and power, and the Custom offers unique
chrome appointments and other custom features unique to the bike. A seat height of just 26
inches makes the Low the lowest Sportster ever. Ground Clearance: 4. Fuel Capacity warning
light at approximately 1 gal. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Anthony Kodack.
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